In May, Reese and BDGP project leader Gerald Rubin chose three megabases of their own unpublished sequence for the competition. Their own annotation, identifying and locating 220 genes in the stretch, was used as a reference. The competition was judged by an international panel of geneticists and bioinformaticists.
Rubin says he was "very pleasantly surprised" that 12 research teams around the world took up the challenge. Participants, who were given only six weeks to respond, say that they were equally happy to have the opportunity to benchmark their software tools against those of other groups.
One participant, Terry Gaasterland, a bioinformaticist at Rockefeller University in New York, says that the competition was "an amazing motivation for our group," which had not used its software tools to approach such a complex organism. "We wanted to win, even knowing there is no real winner," she says. "We would certainly do it again."
One unexpected result, says Reese, is a consensus that the Berkeley group may have underestimated the number of genes in the stretch. Most participants predicted 20 or 30 more genes than the group had found.
Over the next six months, biologists at Berkeley will check the authenticity of all the predicted genes by seeing if the relevant sequences really do direct the synthesis of proteins in laboratory experiments.
"Annotation helps drive biological experiments," says Rubin. And bioinformaticists find the feedback from experiments -"the reality check" -very encouraging, he says.
Equally importantly, the information about the quality of the software products being developed by different groups around the world will aid efforts to annotate the Drosophila genome by highlighting the best tools. "The competition has been an excellent warm-up for the larger task of annotating the whole genome, and setting standards for the completeness and quality of the annotation," says Mark Adams, Celera's vicepresident for genome programmes.
For Celera and many BDGP scientists, the Drosophila genome is only a prelude to the human genome, whose full sequence Celera, engaged in sharp competition with publicly funded sequencing efforts, expects to complete by the end of 2001. "Our work on Drosophila will provide feedback for the Human Genome Project on how well shotgun sequencing works and on how best to annotate," says Rubin.
The annotation competition will probably be repeated at a future ISMB conference. Reflecting the growing importance of informatics in biology, the ISMB is trying to cope with an almost geometric increase in attendance at meetings in recent years.
Thomas Lengauer, an institute director at the German Research Centre for Information Technology in Bonn, is delighted with the growth of interest. But he hopes that weight of numbers will not force organizers to hold more informal meetings where presentations are not refereed in advance. At Heidelberg, 35 papers were selected for presentation from the 150 submitted.
The ISMB will be sponsored in future by a new umbrella organization, the International Society for Computational Biology. Russ Altman, a bioinformaticist from Stanford University in California, was last week chosen as the society's president-elect, and Lengauer its vice-president-elect. 
